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●

These awards primarily cover achievement and performance in the calendar year 2020 and the
first two months of 2021, and entries should have a particular focus on that period. However,
judges will take into account work that began before that period, as well as achievement and
performance since that period.

●

The awards will reflect the fact that Covid-19 and the response to it have posed an unprecedented
challenge to local government. Judges’ decisions should reflect attributes such as performance,
resilience, compassion and adaptability in the face of the pandemic alongside achievement,
innovation and vision. However, entries which are primarily not about the council’s pandemic
response should be treated equally to those that are.

●

You only have to submit a single statement explaining why you should win (up to 1,000 words).  

●

Please also provide a 100-word summary of your entry. Please use this as an opportunity to make
a pitch to our judges about what makes your work innovative and bold.

●

Please use the questions in the bullet points below as a guide and break up your submission
accordingly. Some may be more applicable than others for your entry.

●

Please specify which private sector partners do you work with (if any).

●

While you have the option of providing supporting material, we urge you to do this sparingly, and
only if you feel further evidence is required to back-up your entry. The critical information should
however be included in the main part of your entry.

If you require any help with your entries contact: Rafael Younes on 020 3953 2115,
email xxxxxx.xxxxxx@xxxx.xxx or Jae Taylor on 020 3953 2117, email xxx.xxxxxx@xxxx.xxx

Supporting material: 
innvoation_supporting_evidence.pptx

Please use the questions in the bullet points below as a guide and break up your submission
accordingly. Some may be more applicable than others for your entry.

Total word count: 1,000

Submissions should focus on:

●

The nature of the policy or service they consider to be innovative;

●

The process by which the policy or service was developed or introduced, including the involvement
of service users, business and frontline staff;

●

What makes it genuinely innovative;

●

Evidence of outcomes, for instance, how services have been improved and/or costs reduced;

●

What learning there is from innovation.

Award entries will be judged on:

●

The extent to which the policy or service design is genuinely innovative;

●

The scale of the outcomes brought about by the project in question;

●

The degree of innovation in the process by which the policy or service was developed and
implemented;
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The extent to which the innovation helped the council to achieve improved outcomes at less cost;

●

The extent to which the council has created a wider culture of innovation.

Your answer here: 
Policy and co-design

In Hounslow, we are committed to being bold and ambitious, for our communities and for our
residents, and to ensure we recover from the Pandemic, in a green and environmentally sustainable
way.

Our first Green Recovery Board met on 23 June 2020 to start to frame our green recovery programme
with a great mix of colleagues from different sectors across London. This was also informed by our
Community Reference Groups, which are the process for co-design with our communities on
Environmental Matters, tackling the Climate Emergency and ensuring a Green Recovery.

This meeting was full of enthusiasm, of opportunity, of ideas and it started to help us cultivate a
programme shaped in practical action. The conversation was designed to build upon, enhance and
accelerate our strong foundations in our response to climate emergency, creating a cleaner and
greener borough and maximising our opportunities from green infrastructure and investment.

We positioned our Green Recovery into four key themes: low carbon neighbourhoods, low carbon
economy, green growth and 21st century mobility, that built upon our strong foundations of our
Climate Emergency.

Hounslows iLABs

We want to try new methods and approaches to advance our work, recognising the limitations of
traditional methods due to COVID, we designed a concept of Innovation Labs (iLabs) to enhance our
co-design work with a range of partners, academics, think tanks, and our communities.  These "spaces
for action" were incredibly important for Hounslow, as we began to turn our ambition to be vanguards
for change, in the climate, green and environmental field into practical action.

The iLabs were focused around four emerging themes to understand the underpinning data and
evidence, best practice from across the world and to generate our Green Recovery vision for
Hounslow. These included low carbon neighbourhoods, a low carbon economy, mobility for
21st century and stimulating green growth.

Our iLab process also included:

Discovery Challenges; what were the issues, what did we know, what insights did we have?

iLab 1: Challenges and Ideas

Analyse; link views and ideas to the vision and commence analysis and refinement

iLab2 New Insights and Expert Review

ILab3 Refinement and Prioritisation

Design and Deliver
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engagement, we had developed our Green Recovery Strategy, moving from over 200 ideas to seven
flagship programmes and associate programmes.

This methodology is truly innovative in the way it fosters collaboration and codesign. It created safe
spaces to explore difficult challenges in an open and informed way. But very importantly, also in a
rapid and effective way; embracing the diversity of thought that comes from bringing individuals with
different perspectives to the challenge in place.

Evidence of Outcomes

In this particular instance, the work of the iLabs directly informed Hounslow’s action based strategy
“Stimulating a Green Recovery” strategy - Full steam ahead to deliver Hounslow’s green recovery |
London Borough of Hounslow .

A £250,000 innovation fund has been established to test and prototype new ideas from the Green
Recovery Board. We hope the ability to innovate and test new ideas here in Hounslow will mean we
can replicate success across the borough, and we hope it will have implications beyond the borough as
well.  This is complimented by £18.9m of funding secured to decarbonise our buildings and schools.

The exciting projects, developed as part of the strategy, are truly innovative for Hounslow. All of these
initiatives have started, and many are beyond the Council’s sole ability to deliver. The basis of the
iLabs have enabled further collaboration and networking with a range of partners and communities, to
be developed such that these live projects continue to stimulate innovative approaches through
delivery.

One example of this is the creation of a Green Skills Academy, with the online Beta version of this
going live in September 2021. This will enable our residents, badly impacted by COVID-19, to
overcome new worklessness and retrain, upskill or diversify their learning to enable green
employment. This in turn, is stimulating the creation of West London’s Green Innovation district and
Hounslow’s own Green Enterprise Zone, which will come online later in the year. It is an excellent
example of rapid creation that directly will benefit the residents and businesses of Hounslow. This is
further supported by the change in our procurement policies to actively support sustainable business
through Council buying, and as part of this buyers in the Council have been at meet the borough
sessions with SME’s who are delivering sustainable new solutions.

Finally, work is underway to create our low carbon neighbourhoods of the future. Leading to potential
digital twinning of place, and through partnerships creating an augmented reality view of the future
borough. This will be used as the basis for gaining further buy-in from our communities in the future.
It is also a key behavioural change element and goes way beyond any previous ideas of presenting a
future vision to communities on this scale and will help our communities shape that future through
early collaboration.

Learning from the innovation

The iLabs process has now been adopted across the Council as a methodology for ideas generation.
This is being done in a co-design way, transforming the way our communities and partners influence
policy on a range of subjects.

The process is also going to be utilised at a London level to develop approaches to creating a Green
Economy in London, through all London Councils.
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and engagement and as such as part of an online community collaboration hub we are creating. As
part of this, there will be an innovation hub section to create an ongoing discussion on ideas from our
communities.

Our strategy has led to the creation of a new equalities in design forum, as well as the creation of a
Youth Community Reference Group, focused on our environmental change programme and ensuring
hard to reach groups can participate.

100 word summary*

100 word summary: 
In the summer of 2020, Hounslow Council set out to build back better after the pandemic. We aimed
to put tackling climate change and building sustainable local economies and communities at the heart
of Hounslow’s recovery. We decided to take an innovative approach in putting together our green
recovery. Rather than the Council drawing up detailed plans, we opened our doors to local
businesses, academics, public sector partners, and residents to co-design Hounslow’s Green Recovery
together. This collaborative and highly innovative approach to planning produced a bold Green
Recovery strategy that was beyond our wildest expectations.
What private sector partners do you work with (if any):  

* If you are a private sector organisation Please provide contact details of the local
authority that you are in partnership with. You will need to obtain prior consent from the
local authority contact to pass on their details for GDPR compliance.

Local Authority Contact Name:   Amy Burns
Name of Local Authority:   Hounslow Council
Telephone Number:   7,846,323,028
Email Address:  xxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxxx.xxx.xx




    

  

  
